
When someone turns up at A&E in a car the Transglide 
Board and Footwell Cube are the perfect combination 
for extracting the patient onto a Stretcher Trolley 
quickly and safely

FERNO A&E 
Out-of-car-kit 

FERNO – is a world leading innovator and manufacturer of patient transportation solutions.

Our product range is born of a closer understanding of our customers’ needs and the practical demands  
of their work. Ferno’s industry-leading A&E out-of-car-kit typifies our passion for top quality, highly functional design…  
patient transfer products that don’t just do the job, they do it BETTER.Specifications

 Length Height Width Weight

Transgilde Board 1060 mm n/a 600 mm 3.5 kg

Footwell Cube 450 mm 300 mm 300 mm 3 kg
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Developed to extricate a patient from a car and into A&E with the  

minimum of fuss

At Ferno we take manual handling very seriously, the combination of bad practice 

and the wrong equipment can put an Emergency Services Professional out of 

action for weeks plus the confidence and comfort of a patient during rescue is  

of prime importance. The A&E out-of-car-kit is a simple effective method to transfer 

a seated patient from out of a car and onto a stretcher trolley in seconds.

Transglide Board and Footwell Cube

•  Lightweight yet incredibly strong – the flexible, slimline board is used to 

quickly manoeuvre the patient out of confined car spaces

•  Saves vital seconds of rescue time – the Footwell Cube fills the entire 

footwell area, front seat or back, providing vital support as the patient is pulled 

out of the car

For the kit to be effective it must be used  

in-conjunction with a Stretcher Trolley  

with a minimum loading height level of  

no higher than 480mm, such as the Ferno  

Falcon, Pegasus & Harrier.

Part Nos: 
010782100 Transglide A&E Board 
038300201 Footwell Cube 

FERNO A&E 
Out-of-car-kit  

FERNO - Out Of Car Kit  FPC003 09.15

Footwell Cube supports the board

Board slides easily under the patient

Patient is helped onto the board

Patient pulled onto the Stretcher Trolley

Patient transfer is complete FAST AND SAFE!Please quote both part numbers when ordering the A&E kit, each product can 
be purchased seperatley. 


